
RFC Headers: 
X-Persona: <cyberdyne>
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Return-Path: <RAdams@ndsuk.com>
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
Received: from bubble.ndsuk.com ([194.216.129.248]) by softnet1.euro1.com         
(Post.Office MTA v3.5.3 release 223 ID# 127-55240U2500L250S0V35)         
with ESMTP id com for <cyberdyne@euro1.com>;         Tue, 24 Aug 1999 
23:05:56 +0100
Received: from SMTP (emma.hedge.ndsuk.com [172.17.253.25]) by 
bubble.ndsuk.com (8.8.7/8.8.7) with SMTP id VAA00626 for 
<cyberdyne@euro1.com>; Tue, 24 Aug 1999 21:06:57 GMT
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700
Received: from sage.hedge.ndsuk.com ([172.17.253.10]) by 172.17.253.25 
(Norton AntiVirus for Internet Email Gateways 1.0) ; Tue, 24 Aug 1999 
21:00:53 0000 (GMT)
Received: by sage.hedge.ndsuk.com with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0) 
id <RQDA6F3H>; Tue, 24 Aug 1999 22:06:41 +0100
Message-ID: <71711A2AEB88D1118B5700805FF52D700155F25B@dill.hrow.ndsuk.com>
From: "Adams, Ray" <RAdams@ndsuk.com>
To: <cyberdyne@euro1.com>
Subject: FW: DSS Internet Update
Date: Tue, 24 Aug 1999 22:06:39 +0100
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"

   From: Adams, Ray <RAdams@ndsuk.com>
     To: cyberdyne@euro1.com
   Date: 8/25/1999 8:06:40 AM
Subject: FW: DSS Internet Update
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------



--------------------
This is what you said all along.

Discuss this with Zvi and give me an update

Ray

-----Original Message-----
From: Norris, John 
Sent: 24 August 1999 17:28
To: Rose, Ted; Arbit, Asher; Elzas, Nethanel; George, Michael; Hasak,
Reuven; Levy, Jordan; Ratner, Dani; Shiloh, Yehonatan; Smith, Perry;
Struck, David; Sutherland, Bill
Cc: Ray Adams; Raffi Kesten
Subject: RE: DSS Internet Update

Unfortunately, I have confirmed they are able to glitch or somehow
repair the Eurocard technology :-(

For all, my nontechnical summary of what has occured is as follows:

We prepared a card with the Montana (MT) s/w for US Customs operation
that began in Great Falls, Montana but changed later to Blaine, WA. 
At the same time, under US Customs request, we prepared a s/w called
the Vancouver or, VAN for the deep undercover
operative code named 'Myron'.

Within 6 months, there was an apparent hack of the VAN s/w introduced
by Dave Diebert in Vancouver, B.C.  Myron obtained one of the cards
and it was analyzed by Mike and determined to be our own s/w.  The s/w
was being sold in Canada under the name, "Ring of Steel'".

Within the first six months of the operation, US Customs requested we
introduce a second MT s/w.  The idea behind the request was to have
one s/w for consumers who ordered cards and a different s/w for
commercial resellers of the cards.  As it turned out, when the
operation shut down in WA July 6, 1999, USC requested we shut down
both versions at the same time.

The VAN and MT s/w's were written by Mike using areas in the card that
we believed would deny hackers an easy avenue to dump/steal the
Eurocard (VAN. MT1 and MT2) s/w's.  We were wrong!

The hackers had two different devices provided to them from two
separate developers called 'glitchers'.  Fast Eddie aka Dean Love was
the first one to introduce the glitching technology - he was also the
first one to introduce the P02 hack (Marty Mullen is our #1 priority
in Canada - MM supplied Dean the P02 hack and the first glitcher). 
The second glitcher was developed in Bulgaria for Ron Ereiser and his



suppliers (Dave Dawson, etc.).  The Bulgarian's have been neutralized
thanks to the fine efforts of the UK team.

Ereiser sold the glitcher for upwards of $10K each, the prices dropped
later to $4-5K through Dave Dawson.  Ereiser, was indicted by the US
Grand Jury in Great Falls (I appeared before the Grand Jury after Roni
Segoly and I met with the U.S. Attorney to demonstrate the technology
to Customs/AUSA in Great Falls).  An arrest warrant was issued for
Ereiser but, since we are "only talking about television" the U.S.
government will NOT extridite Ereiser to the U.S. from Canada.

During the course of the Customs undercover operation, Ereiser sold a
glitcher to the undercover agents...  it is likely Ereiser will be
indicted in Seattle, WA federal court but as is the case in MT, I
believe Ereiser will not be extridicted :-(

The skills of the hackers in the field continue to impress me
unfortunately :-(

We believed that the hackers would have a very difficult time hacking
into the VAN and MT1/MT2 cards to steal the s/w.  The hackers were
eventually able to dump the technology and sell it as their own :-(  
The ecm's killed all cards - we have suicides of our own cards but
this was resolved for Myron.  Myron's use as a deep undercover for US
Customs ended with the operation July 6, he was however, turned over
to the RCMP for continued operational needs in Canada.  

Mike worked closely with Asher (and communicated with others) to
develop an ecm against the Ring of Steel and MT technologies.  The
idea for the ecms were to also 'mark' the cards as well as to loop
them in an area of the card that Mike and Asher believed the glitcher
would not recognize in the glitcher's present state (remember, the
Bulgarians are not available to Ereiser now).

It took 6-7 weeks after the July 6 ecm but now, the hackers have
discovered how to repair the Eurocards :-(  This is confirmed - not
rumors.  The Update below is accurate.

So, with this in mind, we need to revisit the Eurocard technology,
ecms and the SDU priorities.

I do not expect the RCMP to push us for an ecm of the Eurocard
technology in the near future as their operation is moving slow and
cautiously.  We must remember however, that when they tell us to shut
off the Eurocards, we must be able to respond accordingly (there will
be no problem with DTV assuming the moratorium is over).

As I understand it, the "mark" in the cards is hidden deeply within
the card somewhere and this makes all Eurocards suceptable to a
countermeasure.  Whatever this countermeasure is going to be, I hope



and trust it will be the mother of all countermeasures.  The Eurocard
must somehow die and stay dead...  when the ecm is sent down to the
Eurocard, maybe we can put in another "mark" in case the hackers
eventually discover a way to revive the Eurocards in the future?

It is in the good hands of the SDU and Mike.
 
Thanks!

John

-----Original Message-----
From: Rose, Ted 
Sent: Monday, August 23, 1999 11:11 PM
To: Arbit, Asher; Elzas, Nethanel; George, Michael; Gutman, Avigail;
Hasak, Reuven; Kilfoyle, Geoffrey; Levy, Jordan; Norris, John; Ratner,
Dani; Shiloh, Yehonatan; Smith, Perry; Struck, David; Sutherland, Bill
Subject: DSS Internet Update

A few sites report that they are now able to repair Eurocards. See
below:

Triton - http://www.watchintv.com/fri.html:

NOW REPAIRING EUROCARD

If you are one of the unfortunate ones to have a Eurocard which was
deemed unrepairable, its time for us to repair it for you!  Send us
all your Eurocards for repair and we will repair them for the low
price of $75USD.  We are also offering to repair two cards and keep
one for payment(Subject to quantity).  Which ever you choose we will
have you up and running in no time.  In other news we are in our new
location and anticipating our Grand Opening Soon
 
Northsat - http://www.northsat.com/what.htm:

We are very pleased to announce that we are now able to repair the
99ed EURO cards which were ecmed about a month ago. These cards CANNOT
be repaired by the 'wildthing' unlooper, however we can fix them. Our
condolences to the unfortunate souls who purchased the 'wildthing',
and are out of luck. Equalizer purchasers will have special access to
this technology. We are also now able to recover a wide variety of
previously unrepairable cards. Due to the extra time and effort
involved in recovering these, we CANNOT OFFER the repair to virgin
offer, and will only offer repair of those cards with our 3m code for
our same low price of $50USD (this also applies to 'eurocode' cards).
As always, North-Sat is the FIRST with the technology!



          

Ted Rose              
e-mail: TRose@ndsisrael.com
phone:  +972 (2) 5894498
fax:    +972 (2) 5894500


